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Every truck has its own story. Brett Deutsch's 1969 Chevy C10 is no exception. The pickup truck was a gift from his grandfather, presented to him at the age of 15. Deutsch, now a diesel mechanic by profession, has spent more than half his life tinkering with C10, tuning and painting and dropping into
various small blocks of walker engines. In 2009, he ripped the Duramax diesel engine off the bus's workhorse and made it to the building. After trying several different installations, Deutsch decided to step up to the ProStreet class in NHRDA. Build: Danville Performance built a lower end, Rossler Turbo
400 gear with Neil Chance Racing torque converter. Oh, and a triple turbo setup from Bullseye Power.When all was said and done, he created an absolute monster, one capable of running 8.81 a quarter miles at 158 mph, enough to set a new ProStreet world record. He still had an itch to go faster. In this
video, you can see the Deutsch tweaked by the C10 running 8.55 at 161.67mph. More, please. Chevy trucks are marked by a number of factors ---, towing capacity, weight, and so on. The 1500 and 2500, in reference to Chevy trucks, denotes the amount of weight they can carry accordingly, which is the
biggest difference between the two. So, for example, 1500 Chevy is estimated to carry 1/2 ton, and 2500 Chevy is estimated to carry 3/4 ton. When trying to distinguish between 1500 and 2500, there are a few simple things to check to tell them apart, including a VIN number and a bolt pattern in the
wheels. Check the VIN number of both vehicles. The easiest way to tell a Chevy truck from 1,500 to 2,500 is to look at both VIN numbers and check the sixth digit. If the sixth digit is 1, the truck is 1500, if it is 2, the truck is 2500. Check the pattern to lug the bolt on wheels. 1500 Chevy trucks have a bolt
pattern with 5 or 6 bolts, while 2500 Chevy trucks have an 8 bolt pattern. Compare the cabins. The 1500 Chevy truck offers options for regular, extended, and cabin crew. The Chevy 2500 truck only offers a cabin crew. If your truck has a conventional or extended cab, you can identify it as 1500. Contact
the user's guide for each truck. User guides should have information about the truck, which includes whether it is 1500 or 2500. Contact the person or company you purchased it from initially and find out how it is whether the truck is 1500 or 2500. The 1500 Chevy Truck2500 Chevy Truck Microchiped Car
Key image of Christopher Meder from Fotolia.com Changing the starter on the 1991 Chevrolet truck should not take very long. The starter is easy to access from under the truck and the bolts are easy to unscrew with the socket key. To ensure the starter is bad, take it to a car parts store to have his bench
tested to ensure it is indeed faulty. The parts store will be able to tell if it is bad before you buy a replacement. Prop hood to access the engine compartment. Turn off the battery by disabling the cables at the top of the part Battery. Track the red cable to the bottom of the engine on the passenger side. The
red cable is connected to the top of the starter. Removing the starter will require scanning under the truck. Turn off the cable by disconnecting it from the solenoid starter. Loosen the bolt and pull the terminal away from the starter. Turn off the smaller wire by removing the nut and pulling the lead. Make
three bolts, holding the starter to the frame. The bolts are in the triangle pattern, pull the starter away from the frame. The starter can be stubborn and can be knocked with a hammer to loosen it out of the frame if necessary. Spread the new starter into the frame. Tighten the bolts manually until all three
bolts are running. Protect the bolts with a wrench. Connect the positive cable to the solenoid starter by unbolting the nut and placing the lead on to the stud. Tighten the nut over the lead until stiff. Place a smaller wire on the remaining stud. No more tightening the nuts, as it can deprive the thread. Connect
the battery by dragging the cables back to the terminals. Make sure the red cable is attached to the positive terminal. The positive cable is marked with the symbol I. Start the truck to make sure the starter is functioning properly. Place the old snack in the box, a new starter has entered it. Turn the old
starter into the spare parts store to get a basic credit. The main credit is levied on the starter price to ensure the old starter returns. Use caution when working under the truck. Make sure the parking brake is installed and the truck is parked on a flat, flat surface. The wrenchSocket setNew starter General
Motors Turbo 350 and Turbo 400 automatic transmission are perhaps the most popular automaker ever produced. While neither remains in production today, they are still widely used on the resistance band circuit as a gear replacement for 1960s and 1970s vintage cars. The Turbo 350 was the standard
version of the car's transmission. The Turbo 450 saw more durable service in high performance cars and larger trucks. The Turbo 350 three-speed automatic, its official name is the Hydramatic 350, debuted in 1969 as a joint Chevrolet/Buick project to replace the dual-turbo Super Turbine 300 Powerglide
automatic. It generated similar 250, 250c, 350c and 375b GM gear. The Turbo 400 three-engine submachine gun was launched in 1964 for Buicks and Cadillacs. Its official name is the Super Turbine 400. In the 1965 model year, the Oldsmobiles, Chevrolets and Pontiacs were equipped with the Turbo
400. Its odd Texas oil pan shape sets it apart from Turbo 350. Gear odds vary, but Turbo 350 usually has a first gear ratio of 2.52 to 1.00; 1.52 to 1.00 per second; Direct drive in the third; 2.07 to 1.00 in reverse. The Turbo 400 has 2.48 to 1.00 first; 1.48 to 1.00 seconds; Direct drive in the third; 2.07 to



1.00 in direction, in accordance 4wheeloffroad.com and jeeptech.com. Turbo 350 shares many of the same including a torque converter like the Turbo 400 and Buick Super Turbine Powerglide. The torque lock converter was added in 1980 but pulled out four years later due to its inconsistent acceleration
and downshifting, according to novak-adapt.com. The rugged Turbo 400 was a popular choice for all-wheel drive cars, 3/4 inches and a 1-ton GM pickup truck, and even a Ferrari because of its ability to handle high torque. It can handle horsepower up to 500 with a 4.56 axis gear ratio and up to 13,000
pounds of towing capacity. According to 4wheeloffroad.com, this version is powered by President Ronald Reagan's 1984 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham and even the military Humvees in the 1990s. Smaller engines in passenger cars after the gasoline shortage of 1973 and 1978 caused the development
of hydramatic 700R4 and 200-4R in cars and pickup trucks Chevy and GMC. Turbo 400 officially died in 1986 when it was renamed 3L80. The Turbo 350 works exceptionally well with modestly powered cars, but the more durable Turbo 400 is better equipped for high performance vehicles. The Turbo
350, however, was more versatile in the 1960s because it had no fixed support center and was capable of being used in rear-wheel drive Corvair and experimental mid-engined Corvettes. But 350 was never applied to these vehicles and was discontinued in 1984. Everything you need to know about the
GMC Hummer SUT Evolution Mercedes-AMG Black Series Lucid Air Vs. Tesla Model S Vs. Porsche Taycan: EV Triad is full of everything you need to know about the Nissan 400 Greatest Shelby Super Snake Models ever made by Mad Off-Roading Supercars Why McLaren GT is the best everyday
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